[The Tuberculosis Rapid Assay from DiaVita - No Alternative to the Tuberculin Skin Test].
New methods for diagnosing active tuberculosis (TB) and/or latent tuberculosis infection have been offered increasingly during recent years, also in Germany. The Tuberculosis Rapid Assay ('Tuberkulose Schnelltest [TB-ST]') from DiaVita is a serologic test method aiming to detect, within a few minutes, tuberculosis-specific antibodies in whole blood or serum of tuberculosis patients. Due to a lack of data, it is, however, hardly possible to assess this test on a scientific basis. With a relatively high specificity (according to DiaVita over 95 %) but inadequate sensitivity (approximately 60 - 80 %), particularly in paucibacillary types of TB, we consider this method of limited value for routine testing. If active TB is strongly suspected, a positive test result may corroborate the tentative diagnosis, whereas a negative test result is not helpful for differential diagnosis considering the great number of false-negative test results to be expected. The greatest value of the test seems to be in bacteriologically confirmed TB, in which however there may be no need for additional diagnostics. The test has not been evaluated, and in our opinion is probably unsuitable for detecting latent TB infection. Data is also lacking for a number of patient groups in urgent need of a reliable alternative to the tuberculin skin test (e. g., immunocompromised patients, children). It is not clear whether this method will find a place in routine TB diagnostics. We therefore cannot recommend this test as a routine diagnostic tool for TB at present.